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CAST AND CHARACTERS

Tough and gruff Lt. Cmdr. Parker is a 48-year-old retired 

Canadian Forces submarine commander. Retiring when his 

submarine was automated using artificial intelligence, he 

started spending his days on a charter boat taking scientists 

out on the Hecate Strait in BC. He lives just outside Tiuqsmik, 

BC and the reserve land of the Or’Mawk people so it was no 

surprise that he met, fell in love with, and married a local 

indigenous woman named Elsa. Unfortunately, after nine 

years of marriage and three children they parted ways.

Meanwhile Allan had left the Canadian forces and was having 

trouble making ends meet. With child support and personal 

debt mounting Allan started to seek out addition employment, and when the Norwegian Oil 

Company NUSO set up a port in Tiuqsmik using submarines to transport oil it looked to be the 

perfect opportunity.. He became one of NUSO’s premiere channel pilots, commanding one of 

their submarines through the fjords that run from Tiuqsmik out to the open ocean.

PERFORMED BY MARK BANE 

Mark is a first time actor but he stunned everyone with his amazing performance of the hard 

nosed, tough and gruff Lt. Cmdr. Allan Parker. A highly effective and natural actor he was 

discovered by chance at a popular restaurant in Burlington, Ontario.

 

LT. CMDR. ALLAN PARKER

“Hans, I wish you told me all of
this before I took the job.”
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CAST AND CHARACTERS

A shrewd and beautiful indigenous woman living on the 

ancestral land of the Or’mawk people in a small town called 

Tiuqsmik, Elsa loves the land and all its bounty and she  would 

protect it with all her will. Falling in love and marrying Lt. 

Cmdr. Allan Parker, a white man, at a somewhat young age 

was always a source of controversy on the Or’mawk reserve. 

However, with her poise and status within her native band she 

never let it become an issue. When the marriage eventually 

went sour, she swore she would do everything in her power   

to raise her children the best she could, and that included 

pushing her ex Lt. Cmdr. Allan Parker to keep up on his child-

support payments.

When the Norwegian oil company NUSO set up an oil export port in town, Elsa took the                  

opportunity to get a part time job as an Or’mawk Nation indigenous observer -- a representa-

tive of the Ormawk Nation who rides on the NUSO tanker submarines and ensures that all 

safety and environmental standards are closely followed. 

PERFORMED BY RAQUEL RAKOVAC 

Raquel is an experienced singer and entertainer from Hamilton, Ontario. She also owns and 

operates her own fitness club. 

 

ELSA

“The Or’Mawk Nation officially
gives you permission to begin

navigating the channel.”
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